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Chicken for succulents 35 cm tall 
 
Supplies for the sculpture 
Paverpol Transparent 350 grams 
Pavercolor Brown ½ container 
Paverplast 
Art Stone some table spoons 
2 black beads for eyes 
chicken wire a piece of 60 x 40 cm  
Base with rod of 18 cm long 
2 pieces of electrical wire (solid copper core gauge 
12 or 14) 52 cm long 
2 sturdy rods approx. 18 cm long 
plastic roller pin  
Josefine’s Satin varnish 
Pliers, roll of aluminum foil, masking tape, wide 
brush (3 cm), small brush, container for mixing, 
few wooden skewer sticks.  
 
Making a Wire frame¹ 
Bend a 90 degree angle in both sturdy rods and attach them to the base. Attach the 
2 electrical wires and separate the tail end with a skewer.  Cut a short slit in the 
chicken wire and lay this on the base and fold it into shape. Keep the top side open 
so you can fill it with soil.  

 
Shape the head and tail 
Shape the head and tail with foil. Tape it all. 

 
First layer: Paverpol and Paverplast 
Mix Paverpol and Paverplast: 350 gram Paverpol (color brown first) + Paverplast. 
The mix needs to become a sour cream substance that slowly drips of your stir 
stick. Use a brush to apply a coat of this mix. Dry with a hairdryer and once it is dry 
squeeze out unwanted bumps. If needed apply second layer. Dry.  
Set some (1 or 2 table spoons) of this mix aside.  
 
Second (or Third layer): Paverpol/Paverplast mix with more Paverplast.  
Add more Paverplast to the mix so it becomes heavier and doesn’t drip off your stir 
stick. Apply with a brush or stir stick. Let it set a bit and then pull lines/texture in 
the wet surface.  
 
Clay the comb, wattles and toes. 
Use the Paverpol/Paverplast mix (see first layer) and add Art Stone. Mix until you 
get dry balls that come loose/off in your container. Take it out of the container and 
add Paverplast, kneed it. Then when it is slightly sticky split it in half, wrap the clay 
that you are not using in plastic. Keep adding Paverplast until you have a nice 
shining clay. The clay is good when it’s not sticking to your roller pine anymore. 
Make the comb, the beak and wattles. Apply some paverpol (set aside) on the back 
of the clay and glue it in place. Stick the 2 beads in the wet clay. Make the toes and 
lay them on the base (don’t need to be attached). 
 

Paint/ dry brush the dress 
Pavercolor Champagne mixed with some Josefine’s Satin Varnish. Also used some 
Pavercolor red, Pavercolor Black and Pearl-Ex Orange.  
 
Varnish⁶ after 2 weeks 
 

     
 

     
 
      
 
 


